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Did you know that people have been making
cheese since before 6000 B.C. in Mesopotamia?
This timeless treat is a testament to its culinary
versatility and frankly, downright deliciousness, as
it continues to be a primary ingredient and source
of flavor in so many dishes. Check out the crazy
good cheesy dishes being cooked up in these San
Diego Restaurants!
A San Diego staple with a rich history, The
Del Sur Queso
Rail in Hillcrest is no stranger to cheesy
delights. Sleekly decorated with cozy
ambiance, The Rail offers a selection of thoughtfully honed sandwiches, crafted to
cheesy perfection. Try their Aces, a classic grilled cheese with a perfect melding of
cheeses encased in impeccably grilled bread, with a slight crunch to the outside and
warm, melty cheese at its core.
A local mecca for craft beer enthusiasts, Common Theory Public House in Convoy offers
a modern setting with an open feel and rustic décor. Brimming with rotating craft
brews, Common Theory offers their Pretzel Balls, served with honey mustard and plenty
of beer cheese, a perfect match for a cold beer on a warm San Diego day.
A beachy-chic spot located in Solana Beach, Pillbox Tavern offers local vibes meshed
with a menu full of chef-inspired dishes. Enjoytheir Mac N Cheese Friday’s, featuring
four different Mac N Cheese varieties. A cheesy plate of goodness, you won’t regret
Fridays spent at Pillbox.
A vibrant setting serving authentic Mexican dishes and cocktails, Del Sur Mexican
Cantina in South Park offers a plethora of irresistibly cheesy dishes suited to any palate.
Indulge in Del Sur Queso Fundido, a melted blend of house cheese, spiced with roasted
poblano, Anaheim pepper, onion and mushroom, served with two tortillas and chips. An
intermingling of Mexican spices and melted cheese, this dish is sure to keep you coming
back for more!
Another mac ‘n cheese hotspot, Breakfast Republic offers their renowned Breakfast
Bacon Mac ‘n Cheese, made with parmesan breadcrumbs, chives, macaroni, bacon and
jack and cheddar cheese sauce, topped with three eggs any style. A perfect combination
of melted cheese, high-quality bacon and eggs cooked to your liking, this cheese dish is
a true breakfast for champions.

